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The scientific strategy of molecular gastronomy includes modelling ‘culinary definitions’ and experimental explorations of ‘culinary precisions’. A formalism

that describes complex dispersed systems leads to a physical classification of classical sauces, as well as to the invention of an infinite number of new dishes.
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Science explores the world and looks for mechanisms of natural

phenomena: geophysicists try to understand the surge of moun-

tains, molecular biologists explore the genome, embryologists

study the build-up of living organisms, astrophysicists are inter-

ested by the structure of the Universe, and chemists unravel the

details of chemical processes. . . Every aspect of our environment

is studied by a specific scientific discipline, using the experimen-

tal method, introduced by Galileo Galilei (introduced in practice

only, as it was theoretically introduced before him by Francis

Bacon; Largeault, 1988), and ‘mathematics’, because they are

the language of the world (Galilei, 1623).

Cooking is such an important part of our world (even the smal-

lest flat has a room for it) that it is worth specific scientific

studies. The scientific discipline devoted to culinary transform-

ations, and to gastronomical phenomena in general has been

called Molecular Gastronomy by the late Nicholas Kurti and

myself (This & Kurti, 1994). Of course, this discipline is part

of food science, but research is focused on (mainly home or res-

taurant) culinary transformations and eating phenomena rather

than the physical and chemical structure of ingredients.

As recipes describe culinary transformations, it is useful to

examine recipes, in order to understand the scientific strategy of

the discipline. The following one is from a culinary book

published in France at the beginning of the 20th century

(Anonymous, 1905):

Take a dozen pears of middle size, remove the skin and put

them immediately in cold water. Then melt 125 g of sugar

with some water in a pan at low heat: as soon as the

sugar is melted, add the pears, add some lemon juice if

you want to keep the pears white; if you prefer them red,

do not add lemon juice and cook them pan lined with tin.

In this recipe, the words in bold characters give a definition of the

dish; it can be observed that this definition here is less than 10%

of the recipe. The words in italics add ‘precisions’, a category that

includes old wives’ tales, proverbs, and sayings. . . Depending on

the recipe and author, the precision content of recipes can vary

considerably; for example, in some recipes from the French

cook Jules Gouffé (1867), the precision percentage is nil. The

pear recipe indicates the scientific strategy of molecular gas-

tronomy: it should model the definitions and explore the

precisions.

We eat only disperse systems

Modelling culinary transformations involves a comparison of

food before and after cooking. In this regard, it is important to

realize that dishes are disperse systems, i.e. what were formerly

called colloids (Hiemnez, 1986; Hunter, 1986; Everett, 1988;

Lyklema, 1991). Textbooks on disperse systems (De Gennes,

1997) generally begin by a presentation of simple disperse sys-

tems: gas, liquids or solids can be the disperse phase in a continu-

ous phase that can be a gas, a liquid or a solid (Table 1).

For example, the name ‘emulsion’ was given in the 17th cen-

tury by chemists to preparations that are white and thick as

milk or cream (Bloch & Von Wartburg, 1975); the word ‘emul-

sion’ comes from emulgere, which means ‘to draw milk’, and

indeed milk is an emulsion. With foams, which are also disperse

systems, emulsions have been thoroughly investigated by famous

physicists such as Michael Faraday and Albert Einstein (Everett,

1988; Atkins, 1998; De Gennes et al. 2002). Other important dis-

perse systems are gels that were first characterized in 1861 by

Thomas Graham, who proposed a classification of different sub-

stances according to their ‘diffusive power’: the colloidal sub-

stances (from Greek kolla, glue) are slowly diffusing substances

which are held in solution by ‘feeble forces’ (Djabourov, 1988).

This particular case of gels is important as ‘feeble forces’ are

related to soft matter (De Gennes, 1999) and supramolecular

chemistry (Lehn, 1995). Among the colloidal materials, Graham

grouped together hydrated silicic acid, hydrated alumina, starch,

gelatin, albumen, etc.
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Of course disperse systems more complex than emulsions,

aerosols, gels, foams and suspensions, can be considered; physi-

cists that study them focus generally on interfaces, so that only

local descriptions of the systems are given (Dickinson, 1994).

In a few cases, as in multiple emulsions, a name is given. How-

ever, in more complex – but familiar – systems, such as ice

creams, the physical structure is rather complicated: gas (air) is

dispersed (by ‘foaming’) in a condensed medium containing, in

particular, ice crystals, proteins aggregates, sucrose crystals,

fats (either crystals or liquid droplets), etc. (Sztehlo, 1994).

What name should be given to such a physical system? ‘Multiple

suspension/foam/emulsion’ is cumbersome and not very accurate,

and ‘ice cream’ is probably not admissible in physics literature

because it is restricted to food.

In order to describe the complex disperse systems present in the

kitchen, we introduced (This, 2003) a new formalism based on the

formalism introduced for chemistry by Antoine Laurent de Lavoi-

sier (1792). This description is global, and not local; it is not

restricted to food, but can lead to the invention of many new

dishes.

A simple formalism for physical transformations

Let us be systematic and consider the following possibilities: the

involved phases in food are gas, liquids or solids. The liquids,

hydrophobic or hydrophilic, are named ‘water’ or ‘oil’, depending

on their chemical composition. The solids are many, and they

generally do not mix, so that different names should be given:

solid 1, solid 2, etc. All these different phases can be dispersed,

or mixed, or included into one another, or superposed. . .

Hence the proposal of using letters to envision rapidly all the

possible systems. The phases can be written: G (for gas), O (for

oil), W (for water), S1 (for solid 1), S2 (for solid 2), etc. The main

processes can also be described by a few symbols: / (dispersed

into), þ (mixed with), . (included into), s (superposed). In

order to consider all possibilities, a number of k phases A1, A2, . . . ,

Ak (k is a natural number) is chosen in the set {G, O, W, S1, S2,

S3,. . .}. Then symbols from the set {/, þ , . , s} are introduced

between successive letters. And finally, parentheses are added.

Some other rules should be taken into consideration. For

example, in order to get an unambiguous description of systems,

the phases mixed (A þ B þ · · ·) should be written by alphabetic

order, as well as by order of growing complexity; e.g. S should

come before (E/S). Then, when necessary, the proportions of

the various phases can be given by a subscript, and the repetition

of an operation can be marked as an exponent, with a symbol

indicating the kind of process that is being repeated, and a

number giving the number of repetitions.

For example, egg yolk is made of granules dispersed into

a plasma, so that the (S/W) formula applies locally, but

an echographic picture shows that the hen is producing yolk

material of different compositions (‘light yolk’ and ‘deep yolk’)

during the day and the night (Fig. 1), so that the global structure

is composed of about eight layers of alternating composition:

hence the formula (S/W).8.

Finally, more details could be added, such as the distribution

of sizes of disperse structures, that can be indicated in brackets.

In a mayonnaise made using a fork, for example, the diameter

of oil droplets dispersed in the water phase (from the yolk and

vinegar) is between 0.01 and 0.1 mm: the formula of the sauce

can be written O[1025,1024]/W. Finally, the level of descrip-

tion can be indicated, as shown using the case of aioli sauce,

made from garlic ground with olive oil. A look at the micro-

scopic structure of the sauce shows that it is made of oil dro-

plets dispersed into water (O/W), but we know that there is a

wealth of other structures smaller than the oil droplets, also dis-

persed in water: cell fragments, subcellular structures. One

possibility is to indicate in brackets the smallest structures con-

sidered. In the case of aioli sauce, we would write:

O½1025; 1024�=W½d . 6 £ 1027�:

How to use it?

Is this global description of complex systems useful? The French

chemist Antoine Laurent de Lavoisier (1743–1794) introduced

the now classical formalism of chemistry because he wanted to

make it easier to describe molecules and chemical processes:

In order to better show the state of affairs, and illustrate

clearly in a single statement, I have constructed a special

kind of formulas that look like algebra but that do not have

the same purpose and that to not derive from the same

principles: the time when chemistry will have the precision

of mathematics is still distant, and I invite you to consider

that these formulas are notations whose object is to ease

the operations of the mind. (personal translation)

The same principle applies to this new formalism for complex

disperse systems (CDS formalism).

Table 1. The simplest disperse systems

Continuous phase

Disperse phase

Gas Liquid Solid

Gas Gas Liquid

aerosol

Solid aerosol

Liquid Foam Emulsion Suspension

Solid Solid foam Gel Solid suspension

Fig. 1. Echography of an egg yolk (picture Bruno This).
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The following example will illustrate how complex dishes can

be described physically using the CDS formalism.

Puff pastry is obtained by including a layer of butter (B) in an

envelope made of dough (D), that is stretched and folded into

three; the process of stretching and folding is repeated six times

(Darenne & Duval, 1974), producing successively (DsBsD)s

(DsBsD)s(DsBsD), or Ds(BsD)s3 (two layers of dough D that

come in contact make one), then Ds(BsD)s9, Ds(BsD)s27,

Ds(BsD)s81, Ds(BsD)s243, and finally Ds(BsD)s729. As dough

is a dispersion of starch granules (S1) in a gluten network (S2),

and butter has the formula (W/O)/S (Lopez et al. 2002), the final

formula of puff pastry is (neglecting the proportions of the

ingredients): (S1/S2)s((W/O)/S)s(S1/S2)s729.

CDS formalism was recently applied to the hundreds of classical

sauces given by the French official textbook of cooking (Gringoire

& Saulnier, 1901). These sauces were studied using optical

microscopy, and the complete formulas were found. In many

cases, the formula could be simplified. This modelling led to the

discovery that all the French classical sauces belong to 23 groups

only: W, O, W/S, O/W, S/W, (O þ S)/W, (W/S)/W, O þ (W/S),

(G þ O)/W, (G þ O þ S)/W, (O þ (W/S))/W, (S þ (W/S))/W,

((W þ S)/O)/S, (O þ S þ (W/S))/W, ((W/S) þ (W . S))/W, (O

þ (W/S)/W)/S, ((O þ (W/S))/W)/S, (O/W) þ ((G þ O)/W),

(O þ (W/S) þ (W . S))/W, (Sþ(W/S) þ (W . S))/W, (((W/S)

þ(W . S))/W)/S, (O þ Sþ(W/S) þ (W . S))/W, (O þ Sþ((G

þO)/W))/W.

It is strange that this list does not include such systems as simple

as (G þ (W/S))/W, that could be made, for example, by mixing

whipped egg white in a ‘velouté’, i.e. a sauce obtained by cooking

a roux (butter and flour heated until the mixture turns slightly brown)

with an aqueous solution (stock, milk, etc.) (Académie des

gastronomes & Académie culinaire de France, 1991).

What does cooking mean?

Describing ingredients and dishes is only one part of the model-

ling process, the other part being culinary transformations.

What does ‘cooking’ mean, in particular?

The same word is used for many different processes, as heat

treatment generates very different modifications in vegetables

and meats, even if the physical structure of the plant and

animal tissues is similar, with water (and many other compounds)

dispersed into solids, in cell structures (W/S). Moreover, cooking

is generally considered as the application of a thermal treatment,

but there are many other possibilities. For example, ‘fish cooked

à la tahitienne’ (ceviche, in Spanish-speaking countries) are

obtained through maceration of fish in lime juice. Is the fish

really ‘cooked’? In order to answer this question, let us consider

egg white, primarily made of water and proteins. The most

important proteins of egg white are globular, with hydrophobic

parts buried at the centre of the molecules (Cotterill, 1973;

Vadehra & Nath, 1973; Creighton, 1983).

In 1996, we demonstrated that the strongest chemical forces

established during cooking egg whites are disulfide bridges: adding

some reducing compound, such as sodium borohydride (NaBH4),

to cooked egg white can ‘uncook’ it by reducing the disulfide bridges

(This, 1996a,b). How much should the protein ‘uncoil’ during

cooking? The question can be studied by adding some ethanol to an

egg white: immediately it coagulates. Is it ‘cooked’?

‘Egg white poached with ethanol’ can be compared to what we

called ‘minus century eggs’ (This, 1999), obtained by putting

eggs in vinegar: the shell is dissolved by acetic acid in some

hours, then water goes into the egg by osmosis, and, after about

one month, the egg becomes comparable to hard boiled egg. Is

it cooked? As no heat treatment is applied, we proposed to intro-

duce a new word ‘coction’ based on the same Indo-European root

‘kok’ as ‘cooking’. The proposal was done through email to 6357

people (email distribution list of the monthly INRA Seminars of

Molecular Gastronomy) and 90% of people who answered

agreed that this new word should now be used for ‘cooking with-

out thermal treatment’. A letter giving the results of the vote was

sent recently to the Secrétaire perpétuel of the Académie fran-

çaise.

Of course, transforming food (animal or plant tissues) can be

done in many ways, and a lot of new techniques can be introduced

in the kitchen. But it should not be forgotten that the way we eat

is primarily due to culture, which explains why culinary inno-

vation is so slow. Microwave ovens were not easily introduced

in kitchens, and ‘high-pressure cooking’, based on a technique

invented for sterilization in the 1910s by microbiologists, is

today used only by the food industry. Food neophobia (the ‘fear

of the new’, common to all animals) is probably responsible for

part of the limited application of such techniques (Simmen &

Hladik, 1998), but we should not overlook the fact that craft is

only a minor part of what cooks do: art is over craft, and ‘love’

(either the love that the cook gives to the consumers, or the

love of people sharing a meal) is probably over art, and craft.

Precisions by tens of thousands

The second main aim of molecular gastronomy is the test of what

are now called ‘precisions’. Since the 1980s, a lot of precisions

have been tested, and the number of precisions now collected

from French culinary books is more than 20 000.

Is it true that pears stay white when lemon juice is added, in a

pear jam? The answer is yes, and it is well understood that

ascorbic acid inhibits polyphenoloxidase enzymes. When pears

and other fruits are cut, these enzymes transform liberated poly-

phenols such as chlorogenic acid and (2 )-epicatechin into reac-

tive quinones, which can in turn (Goupy et al. 1995; Grotte

et al. 2000) polymerize into darkened pigments. It is easily

observed that the browning process is inhibited by lemon juice.

Is it true that pears turn red when cooked in tin-covered copper

pans? During public lectures, we performed numerous tests with

common pears (Passe Crassane, Williams, Red Williams,

Comice, Conference. . .) and never observed the expected red

colour. Model tests using tin ions did not produce the red

colour, but such a colour was obtained when pH was lower

than 2 for many varieties. This is easily attributed (Belitz &

Grosch, 1999) to anthocyanidins from the fruits, that turn red

in acidic medium (UV–visible spectroscopy: lmax ¼ 522 nm).

Coloration is particulary deep near the pear skin, where anthocya-

nidins must be more concentrated.

Is it true that mayonnaise sauce fails when made by menstruat-

ing women? This precision has been tested experimentally, and

was proved wrong. Is it true that mayonnaise sauce fails when

made during a full moon? Students at Tours University (MST

Le goût et son environnement, promotion 2000–2001) tested

this old wives’ tale. . . and their first test showed a failure;

however, the other ones, done immediately after this first failure,

were successes. As only one counter example is enough to refute

a precision, it can be said that the old wives’ tale is wrong. Is it
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true that mayonnaise sauce succeeds only when eggs and oil are at

the same temperature? An experiment was performed with eggs at

48C and oil (sunflower) at 248C, or with eggs at 248C and oil at

48C, and both sauces were successful (This & Conticini, 1998).

Indeed, there is no reason why the sauce could fail in all the

circumstances described by old wives’ tales, as it is only an emul-

sion, i.e. a dispersion of oil droplets in the water of the yolk and

vinegar, with proteins and phospholipids from the egg stabilizing

(it would be more appropriate to write ‘metastabilizing’, as emul-

sions are not thermodynamically stable) the droplets.

All possibilities arise: some precisions seem wrong and they

are wrong (1); some seem wrong and they are true (2); some

seem true and they are wrong (3); and some seem true and they

are true (4). We shall now give shortly an example of each,

adding a fifth class, of uncertain precisions (5).

(1) As we have demonstrated, it does not seem true, and indeed is

not true that menstruation prevents women preparing mayonnaise, as

it is proposed in France (This, 1995a,b). Indeed, it is strange that this

old wives’ tale is told in France yet not in England or in other

countries. It demonstrates how much cooking is rooted in culture,

and also that culinary activities of today are the fruit of empiricism.

In particular, it is an indication of the fact that recipes that can

easily fail induce more precisions than others.

(2) In 1994, it was examined whether the skin of suckling pigs

has more crackling when the head of the pig is cut immediately

after being roasted (This, 1994). This advice seems wrong, but

it proved to be true. Alexandre-Balthazar Grimod La Reynière

wrote in L’Almanach des gourmands that ‘suckling pigs should

have the head cut immediately when the pigs are taken out

from the oven, otherwise their skin softens’. The same advice

lies in many other culinary books. For example, Marie Antoine

Carême (1847) indicates to make a cut around the neck (‘When

you are ready to serve, you separate immediately, with the tip

of the knife, the skin of the neck, so that the skin says crisp,

which make most of the interest of roasted suckling pigs’).

These remarks are strange, as in roasted pigs, no fluid seems to

exchange between the head and the skin; it was highly unlikely

that the advice was true, but the experiment was performed

(public experiment at Saint-Rémy–l’Honoré–Yvelines, France,

7 July 1993) with four suckling pigs of the same parents, reared

together in the same farm, weight 7.1–7.3 kg, cooked on a

large outside fire from 16.00 to 21.00 hours, one head cut for

each pair of pigs. Blind tasting for 143 people showed that the

skin of pigs with head cut was crispier.

The mechanism behind was easily discovered, as it was observed

during cooking that a stream of vapour was escaping one pig from a

hole made during the preparation. It means that heat is evaporating

water from the surface of the meat during cooking, making the crust,

and vapour formed inside the meat is not enough to compensate for

the loss of surface water. When the pigs are not heated any longer,

the crust softens if vapour goes through; cutting the head prevents

vapour perfusion, as it escapes through the opening.

(3) It is said that the pan where green beans are cooked should

not be covered, as it would keep volatile acids, that would

promote pheophytinization of chlorophyll (Gauthier-Jacques

et al. 2001), but tests show that there is no colour difference.

The idea seems true, but it is wrong.

(4) It is sometimes said that the soufflés should be made from

very firm whipped egg whites, added to a viscous preparation

(Larousse Gastronomique, 1988). It was demonstrated that this

precision holds, as vapour bubbles formed in the bottom part of

soufflés, during cooking, escape less through firm foam (This,

2002). The advice seemed true, and it is true.

(5) Let us now discuss a fifth class, with precisions having a

non-clear-cut status. For example, it is sometimes said by cooks

that vinegar is less acidic when boiled (Blanc et al. 1994). How-

ever, with N. Kurti, we showed that various vinegars give various

results. . . as they are not solutions of acetic acid in water, but also

contain various concentrations of many other compounds, such as

malic acid, lactic acid, etc.

Plant diversity is the reason why some precisions have a non-

constant status, but there are also cases when the environmental

conditions of the precisions changed. For example, it has been

written that red fruits should never been put in contact with tin

(Saint Ange, 1925). When fruits such as raspberries are put in

contact with metallic tin, no modification appear, but when

Sn2þ ions are deposited on crushed raspberries, a purple, turning

to black, colour appears, because the complex of anthocyanins

with Sn2þ ions shifts a peak in the absorption spectrum toward

shorter wavelengths (This, 1995a,b; Belitz & Grosch, 1999).

Why do precisions arise?

Why have all the collected precisions arisen? Considering the way

culinary craft has developed, it can be easily assumed that failures

and successes generated assumptions concerning the experimental

protocol used. For example, in the old recipe of ‘mayonnaise’

below (Bernardi et al. 1853), the inverse order of ingredients

should have frequently led to failure:

Green Rémolade. Take a handful of chervil, tarragon, you

will blanch these herbs that are called Ravigote; press and

grind, add salt, pepper, mustard: grind all together, then

add half a glass of oil that you amalgamate with the

ravigote and mustard; finally you add two or three egg yolks.

How strange a process: the authors are describing an emulsion but

they add the surfactants (proteins and lecithin from the yolk) at

the end (happily, there are some phospholipids and proteins, as

well as water, in the ground herbs)! The frequent failure should

have led them to investigate the causes of the irregularity of the

process, and ‘precisions’ should have arisen naturally.

This observation leads to a prediction: if it is true that pre-

cisions come from failures, then an inverse quantitative relation-

ship should exist between the ‘robustness’ of a recipe and the

number of precisions written in culinary books.

In order to test experimentally this prediction, robustness has

first to be made quantitative. Let us consider that a recipe R is

a function of many variables: various times (t1, t2,. . .), tempera-

tures (T1, T2,. . .), ingredients (m1, m2,. . .), details of process (p1,

p2,. . .), etc.

For example, in a mayonnaise recipe, the process can be

described by the amount of egg yolk (a parameter including

water content, protein content, lecithin content, etc.), the

amount of vinegar (i.e. water at the first order), the rate of oil

addition, the energy of whipping.

A product P obtained through the recipe using particular con-

ditions is given by the equation:

P ¼ Rðt1; t2; . . .; T1; T2; . . .; p1; p2; . . .Þ:

Or more generally P ¼ R(xi, yj), the xi being parameters describ-

ing the ingredients, the yj parameters describing the process, i and

j being integers from 1 to, respectively, n and m.
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As long as the parameters vary within certain limits (xi,min ,

xi , xi,max , yj,min , yj , yj,max), the recipe is successful: a pro-

duct is the result of a successful recipe if it is a point inside a

hypervolume in the multidimensional space of the parameters.

For each parameter of the recipe, the interval xi,max–xi,min is

clearly a measure of the robustness but in order to get a non-

dimensional value that can be compared to others, we need to

divide xi,max –xi,min by a number having the same units. We pro-

pose to normalize by the uncertainty i(xi) on the considered vari-

able xi :ri ¼ Dxi=iðxiÞ: Of course, orders of magnitudes have to be

calculated instead of exact values, as the uncertainty is only

known as estimation.

For example, mayonnaise can be defined by the mass of yolk

m(y), the mass of vinegar m(v), the mass of oil m(o), the mass

of salt m(s), the mass of pepper m(p), the mass of oil in each suc-

cessive addition m(d), the whipping power Pw, the efficiency of

dispersion Ed. As the critical parameter is clearly the oil addition,

let us focus on robustness related to oil addition: in the beginning

of mayonnaise preparation, oil should not be added too fast,

because water-in-oil emulsion is obtained instead of oil-in-water

emulsion. As the quantity of water from one yolk and one teas-

poon of vinegar is about 20 g (¼15 g þ5 g; Belitz & Grosch,

1999), and by the uncertainty on the oil quantity added each

time (estimation based on experiments, 7·5 g), robustness related

to oil addition is equal to 20=7·5 ¼ 2·7:
In more ‘robust’ recipes, such as beef meat roasted in the oven,

the calculated robustness is bigger: for a piece of meat of mass

1 kg, cooked at 1808C for a time between 20 and 60 min, robust-

ness is equal to ð60 2 20Þ=5 ¼ 8: If the cooking temperature is

lower (e.g. 708C), then the cooking time interval would be still

bigger, and robustness higher: the time interval could be esti-

mated to be between 60 min and 1 day, so that the robustness is

equal to 1440=5 ¼ 276:
For some recipes, parameters are not independent, and success

is obtained only if more than one condition is simultaneously ver-

ified. Particular robustnesses have to be aggregated. In order to do

it, let us assume that robustness is inversely related to the number

of precisions: r ¼ 1=n: If the total number of precisions is the

sum of number of precisions n1, n2, . . . for classes i of precisions,

then for each class: ri ¼ 1=ni: Hence

r ¼ 1=ðn1 þ n2 þ n3 þ · · ·Þ ¼ 1=ð1=r1 þ 1=r2 þ · · ·Þ;

or

1=r ¼ 1=r1 þ 1=r2 þ · · ·

Does the inverse relation hold? In the precisions that we have col-

lected since 1980, there are 105 paragraphs about mayonnaise

preparation, compared to twelve paragraphs for roasts.

In Fig. 2, we show how robustness r depends on the number of

paragraphs containing precisions for grated carrots, stock, soufflé,

boiled eggs, gougères, mayonnaise, beef roast. In the figure stock

is included, and the curve does not correspond to an inverse

relation: stock generated many precisions only because of its

culinary importance, even if there is almost no risk of failure. If

the last point at the right, corresponding to stock, is excluded,

the relationship is more as expected.

More work needs to be done to test our assum-

ption, using the aggregation relation of partial robustnesses

ð1=r ¼ 1=r1 þ 1=r2 þ . . .Þ; but also to look for the signification

of derivation of the equation defining products; what does a high

partial derivative dR=dxi
mean?

From science to technology

Science is only interested in knowledge, but technology is apply-

ing new knowledge to craft. Here, we shall now see how molecu-

lar gastronomy can be applied in the kitchen.

Let us apply first the formula of complex dispersed systems to

traditional processes. For example, production of whipped cream

could be described by:

O=W þ G ! ðG þ OÞ=W ð1Þ

Indeed cream can be considered as an oil-in-water emulsion

(O/W); whipping is used to introduce air bubbles.

This process can be generalized: in 1995, we introduced a new dish

named ‘Chocolate Chantilly’, based on Eq. (1) (This, 1996a,b). First

make a chocolate emulsion O/W by melting some chocolate into

water (the proportion of chocolate and water has to be chosen so

that the final fat/water ratio is about the same as the ratio in ordinary

cream). Then put the pan on ice (to cool it faster) and whip (þG): after

some time (some minutes, depending of the efficiency of the cooling),

a ‘chocolate mousse’ (G þ O)/W is obtained.

What is interesting, in this case, is that this mousse does not

contain eggs, and that the texture can be the same as in whipped

cream. This system is named ‘Chantilly cream’ when sugar is pre-

sent; hence the name ‘chocolate Chantilly’ given to the new dish

(see Fig. 3). Of course, the same equation can be used with other

fat, chocolate being replaced by cheese or foie gras, or even

butter, leading to cheese ‘Chantilly’ or ‘foie gras Chantilly’, or

‘butter Chantilly’ (This & Gagnaire, 2003).
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Fig. 2. The relationship between robustness r of recipes v. number n of para-

graphs mentioning each recipe. Without stocks (right most point), the law is

almost r ¼ 1/n (the exponent is exactly 1·12).

Fig. 3. A ‘chocolate emulsion’ (left) and a ‘Chocolate Chantilly’ (right).
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Another example shows that the use of these formulas led to

new systems with both scientific and culinary interest. The for-

mula O/W can be made with oil dispersed into water using surfac-

tants. For example, if oil is whipped into an egg white, the egg

proteins can make a ‘mayonnaise without egg yolk’, which is

an emulsion oil-in-water (O/W). If, instead of egg white, oil

(about 200 ml) is added to a solution of gelatin (5 ml water plus

0.5 g of gelatin), an O/W system is also obtained. In this second

case, there is some slow coalescence until the gel is set. Finally,

a jellified emulsion is made: O/W þ S ! (O/W)/S (see Fig. 4).

The jellified emulsion that is made from water, gelatin and oil

is a physical gel, i.e. a reversible system. Would it be possible to

make a chemical gel trapping an emulsion? If an emulsion made

from egg white and oil is heated (1 min, kitchen microwave oven,

full power) so that some swelling of the emulsion is obtained, the

temperature (1008C) is above 618C where egg coagulation occurs,

and a chemically jellified emulsion is obtained (see Fig. 5).

A wealth of new dishes

A generalization is obvious. Let us consider any formula, with

letters A, B, C,. . . ,K and symbols chosen as described. For

example:

ððG þ S1 þ OÞ=WÞ=S2Þ

Such a formula can lead to a new dish. For example, with the

formula above, a gas (G), two solids S1 and S2, one oil O and

one water phase W are to be made.

Let us assume that the dish should have the taste of lobster. The

cook could:

(1) Prepare a lobster flavoured oil, by heating lobster shells in

oil: O.

(2) Prepare a lobster purée by grinding lobster meat: S1.

(3) Prepare a lobster soup by cooking shells with onions,

carrots, thyme, laurel, tomatoes, etc.: W.

(4) Disperse the purée S1 and the oil O into the soup W with

gelatine as a surfactant:

S1 þ O ! ðS1 þ OÞ=WÞ:

Fig. 4. Oil-in-water emulsion (A) made from water, gelatin and oil; when it

cools, a ‘jellified physical emulsion’ forms (B).

Fig 5. A chemical gel trapping an oil-in-water emulsion.
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(5) Introduce some air into the emulsion:

ððS1 þ OÞ=WÞ þ G ! ðS1 þ O þ GÞ=W:

(6) Wait until the gelatin makes the gel:

ðS1 þ O þ GÞ=W þ S2 ! ððS1 þ O þ GÞ=WÞ=S2:

A name should be given to this dish: ‘Faraday of lobster’

was chosen of this dish when it was first served by the

French cook Pierre Gagnaire (Restaurant Pierre Gagnaire,

Paris). Of course, the same formula applies to many dishes:

with a carrot taste instead of lobster, or any possibility. The

number of possibilities is innumerable, but not all the formulas

are either possible or interesting, and some formulas can be

simplified. For example, O/O ¼ O (and more generally X/

X ¼ X). Furthermore, X/G systems are not interesting, from

the eating point of view.

Back to scientific strategy

How will it be possible to investigate precisions, if more than 20 000

of them have to be tested, as one test (including research on the

mechanisms behind the effect have to be examined) needs often

weeks of studies?

The strategy is now to create ‘Molecular Gastronomy Work-

shops’ in culinary schools, and to introduce some research activities

in the curriculum. If 500 culinary schools were testing only four pre-

cisions per year, 10 years would be enough to produce ‘clean’ culin-

ary books for the next generation of cooks. This would be helpful,

because the tests themselves do not generally need a high level in

science, and molecular gastronomy could focus on modelling

definitions.

Molecular gastronomy workshops have been active for some

years, and their number is growing worldwide, as well as semi-

nars in molecular gastronomy, and other molecular gastronomy

activities. In France, the culinary curriculum has been modified

through molecular gastronomy, and in other countries also mol-

ecular gastronomy can be used to improve culinary education at

various levels, from basic school to university. But we are still

far from the point where all citizens, in all countries, cook

using sound, scientific and rational ideas.
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